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Key Points:5

• Ice-penetrating radar data from Henry Ice Rise reveal englacial structures indica-6

tive of re-grounding and grounding-line advance.7

• We present a conceptual model, constrained by data, for the formation of HIR and8

date formation to approximately 6 kyr before present.9
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a precursor to ice-sheet advance in the Weddell Sea Sector.11
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Abstract12

Ice rises are regions of grounded ice embedded within floating ice shelves. The deforma-13

tion of ice past them increases the back stress generated by the ice shelf, slowing the flow14

of the ice sheet. We present ground-based ice-penetrating radar data from Henry Ice Rise15

in the Ronne Ice Shelf, West Antarctica, that indicates re-grounding during the Holocene.16

Relic crevasses and melt synclines are observed upstream of the present-day grounding17

line. We conclude that these features formed during a previous flow configuration, from18

which the grounding line has since advanced to its current position. In agreement with19

previous work, our observations can be explained if initial grounding of the ice shelf oc-20

curred on a bathymetric high, forming an ice rumple that migrated upstream and tem-21

porarily ungrounded over the topographic high. The grounding line then advanced, pre-22

serving relic basal crevasses in the newly grounded ice. Using a simple ice-flow model23

we simulate the burial of these crevasses. While accounting for uncertainty in accumu-24

lation, firn density, radar-derived depth, ice-thickening history, initial crevasse height and25

GIA, we estimate a burial time of 6 ± 2 thousand years before present for the oldest relic26

crevasses, indicating that the ice rise formed at approximately this time. This potentially27

increased the buttressing generated by the Ronne Ice Shelf, causing thickening and ad-28

vance of the ice sheet. By dating the formation and providing details of ice-rise forma-29

tion, these new results can provide useful constraints on both large-scale ice-sheet mod-30

els and models of ice-rumple and ice-rise formation.31

Plain Language Summary32

We present results from an ice-penetrating radar survey on a grounded section of33

ice (Henry Ice Rise) within the floating Ronne Ice Shelf in West Antarctica. The radar34

reveals preserved crevasses at the base of the ice that are now inactive and signs of melt-35

ing from contact with the ocean, both in areas that are grounded today. This implies36

that these areas were part of the floating ice shelf in the past. Using the distribution and37

size of relic crevasses within the ice, we date the formation of this grounded area to ap-38

proximately 6 thousand years before present. Our date has an associated uncertainty of39

plus or minus 2 thousand years, primarily due to uncertainty in the rate of snowfall and40

the size of the crevasses when they first formed. The grounding of this area most likely41

allowed the West Antarctic Ice Sheet to grow to its present-day configuration.42

1 Introduction43

An accurate history of ice thickness and extent is important for spin-up and test-44

ing of large-scale ice-sheet models (DeConto & Pollard, 2016) and for Glacial Isostatic45

Adjustment (GIA) corrections to satellite measurements of ice-surface elevation change46

(Hanna et al., 2013). It has been assumed that the retreat of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet47

(WAIS) has been monotonic since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), 26–14 thousand48

years (kyr) before present (BP) (Conway et al., 1999; Bentley et al., 2014; Hillenbrand49

et al., 2014) and is currently at its maximum inland location. However, recent evidence50

suggests that the WAIS has re-advanced in the Ross and Weddell Sea sectors following51

a post-LGM maximum retreat (Siegert et al., 2013; Bradley et al., 2015; Kingslake et52

al., 2018). Other work points to a re-configuration of ice flow within the last 10 kyr in53

these sectors (Fahnestock et al., 2000; Hulbe & Fahnestock, 2004; Catania et al., 2005,54

2006; Bingham et al., 2015; Winter et al., 2015; Kingslake et al., 2016; Brisbourne et al.,55

2019). Grounding-line (GL) retreat upstream of its present-day location in the Weddell56

Sea Sector of West Antarctica was hypothesized by Siegert et al. (2013), who used air-57

borne ice-penetrating radar data as evidence for previous fast flow in a currently slow-58

flowing grounded region. Bradley et al. (2015) analysed GIA model results to show that59

present-day uplift rates in the Weddell Sea Sector can be best explained if the ice-sheet60

loading increased in the Mid- to Late- Holocene.61
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Further evidence for retreat upstream of the present-day GL in both the Ross and62

Weddell Sea Sectors of WAIS was presented by Kingslake et al. (2018). In the Ross Sea63

Sector, bulk radiocarbon measurements of subglacial sediments 200 km upstream of the64

modern GL indicate exposure to the ocean within the past 40 kyr. In the Weddell Sea65

Sector, ice-penetrating radar data collected over the grounded Henry Ice Rise (HIR) (Fig-66

ure 1) show buried relic crevasses thought to have formed in a previous flow configura-67

tion with the GL upstream of its current position. Kingslake et al. (2018) noted that relic68

crevasses within HIR and surface crevassing at the downstream edge of Doake Ice Rum-69

ples (DIR) have similar spacing; 100–300 m (Figure 2). In addition, ice-sheet modelling70

(Kingslake et al., 2018) suggested that initial grounding of HIR resulted from GIA fol-71

lowing post-LGM retreat. It was inferred that HIR underwent an ice-rumple configura-72

tion prior to the current ice-rise flow conditions. Due to uncertainty in model param-73

eters and a lack of datable material in sediments, no timing constraints could be placed74

on GL retreat and re-advance.75

Henry Ice Rise (HIR) is found within the southern section of the Ronne Ice Shelf,76

with the DIR to the west (Figure 1a). Ice rises and rumples are areas of grounded ice77

found within an ice shelf that are grounded below sea level. Ice rises are isolated flow78

centers with the only source of ice being local snow accumulation, whereas an ice rum-79

ple is primarily supplied by flow from an upstream ice shelf into a grounded region (Matsuoka80

et al., 2015). Ice rises control the large-scale flow of ice shelves (Borstad et al., 2013; Fürst81

et al., 2015; Wearing et al., 2015; Berger et al., 2016) and act as pinning points, gener-82

ating buttressing and controlling the flow of grounded ice upstream (Goldberg et al., 2009;83

Favier et al., 2012; Gudmundsson, 2013; Fürst et al., 2016; Still et al., 2019). The im-84

print of an ice rise on ice dynamics can be seen in the surface features produced as the85

ice deforms past the ice rise (Fahnestock et al., 2000), with crevassing produced in ar-86

eas of high deformation.87

In this paper we present detailed analysis of ground-based ice-penetrating radar88

from HIR, first analysed by Kingslake et al. (2018), with additional profiles from the sur-89

rounding area. We extend the analysis of Kingslake et al. (2018) to conclude that relic90

crevasses formed as basal crevasses at former GL locations and propose a conceptual model91

for the formation of HIR; from initial grounding through ice-rumple flow to the forma-92

tion of the ice rise, when HIR became an isolated flow center. A key development is our93

use of the radar data along with a simple ice-flow model to estimate the date of forma-94

tion for HIR, accounting for uncertainties associated with GIA, accumulation, thickness95

change, and initial crevasse height.96

2 Methods97

2.1 Field Site: Henry Ice Rise and Doake Ice Rumples98

Ice flow on HIR, constrained by satellite interferometry (Rignot et al., 2011) (MEa-99

SUREs V2 (Rignot et al., 2017)), is predominantly away from a central divide and out100

into the shelf (Figure 1). The temperature of the ice-rise bed is predicted to be below101

the pressure-melting point (Van Liefferinge & Pattyn, 2013). Surface crevassing is vis-102

ible in Radarsat backscatter imagery in most areas of the ice shelf adjacent to HIR (Jezek103

et al., 2013), corresponding to areas of high deformation. Crevasses form in high exten-104

sional stress areas and perpendicular to the 1st Principal Strain Axis (Figure 1c) before105

being advected downstream with ice flow. Further large-scale crevassing and large prin-106

cipal strain rates are observed as two flow units merge downstream of HIR.107

At DIR the ice shelf flows on to a bathymetric high. The ice remains grounded be-108

fore flowing over the northern grounding line and into the downstream ice shelf (Figure109
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2). At the upstream edge, the speed of the ice is reduced from approximately 70 m yr−1
110

to 40 m yr−1. This is followed by acceleration to 100 m yr−1 across the grounded region.111

The acceleration is accompanied by thinning of approximately 400 m, Figure 2d. High112

extensional strain at the downstream edge corresponds to an area of surface crevassing,113

Figure 2b, with individual crevasses spaced approximately 300 m apart.114

2.2 Radar Survey115

The radar system used throughout this survey was the British Antarctic Survey116

DELORES (Deep-Looking Radar Echo Sounder) ice-penetrating radar with a 4 MHz im-117

pulse, towed behind a snowmobile at ∼15 km hr−1. Data were collected during the 2013–118

14 and 2014–15 Antarctic summers across two survey grids on HIR, with additional in-119

dividual lines on HIR and the surrounding ice shelf (Figure 1). A grid at the northern120

end of HIR has line spacing of 250–500 m (labelled A in Figure 1d), the other is oriented121

perpendicular to the ice divide on the northern peninsula of HIR, with five profiles that122

fully traverse the ice rise and a further five that traverse only the central section (labelled123

B in Figure 1d). Individual survey lines extend south to the high point of the ice-rise124

surface and across the southern GL. An additional survey line runs from the western edge125

of HIR to the eastern edge of Korff Ice Rise (KIR), approximately 230 km to the west,126

downstream of DIR (Figure 1 and 2b).127

The radar data were processed using the software ReflexW V8.5 from Sandmeier128

Geophysical Research. Traces were geo-located using a dual-band global positioning sys-129

tem (GPS) unit mounted at the center of the radar system and sampled with regular grid130

spacing (2 m). Due to equipment failure, the line that connects HIR and KIR was geo-131

located with a single-band GPS, which provides sufficient accuracy for horizontal posi-132

tions, but inaccurate vertical positions (we do not use the latter in our analysis). All traces133

were band-pass filtered and compiled into radargrams, which were migrated with a 2D134

Kirchoff algorithm, assuming a constant radar-wave velocity of 0.168 m ns−1. We used135

the geophysical interpretation software Petrel, from Schlumberger, to map englacial struc-136

ture in three dimensions. Where radar lines are closely spaced (≤ 500 m separation), the137

subglacial topography is interpolated between lines in Petrel using Taylor series projec-138

tion with a Briggs bi-harmonic smoother.139

3 Results140

3.1 Henry Ice Rise141

The low-frequency radar survey shows reflectors corresponding to the ice base, englacial142

isochrones and relic crevasses. The morphology and spatial distribution of these reflec-143

tors contain information regarding the history of flow and place constraints on the mi-144

gration of the GL during the formation of HIR.145

3.1.1 Bed topography, isochrones and relic crevasses146

The deepest bright and continuous reflector represents the ice-bed or ice-ocean in-147

terface, highlighted in blue in Figure 3. The interpolated bed topography in Figure 4 shows148

that the highest bed elevation is found at the northern end of the promontory at approx-149

imately 340 m below sea level. The bed deepens to the south, with the deepest areas grounded150

approximately 630 m below sea level.151

Within parts of the northern section of HIR bordering the GL, tilted reflectors ex-152

tend up from the base of the ice with smooth conformable isochrones overlying them (Fig-153

ure 3a). Kingslake et al. (2018) interpreted these features as relic crevasses, indicative154

of a previous high-strain flow regime. The tilted reflectors all dip steeply towards the cen-155
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ter of HIR. They are spaced approximately 500 m apart and reach a height of 50 to 220156

m above the ice-bed interface, with individual reflectors spanning up to 2 km horizon-157

tally. The spatial extent of these tilted reflectors corresponds to a transition from smooth158

to rough surface texture at the ice surface (Kingslake et al., 2018). Present-day surface159

crevassing at the HIR and DIR grounding lines has similar crevasse-lengths and spac-160

ing leading Kingslake et al. (2018) to conclude that the relic crevasses were created at161

previous grounding-line locations. We support this conclusion, but with the modifica-162

tion that our later analysis will show that the crevasses were likely to be basal crevasses,163

not penetrating to the surface as hypothesized by Kingslake et al. (2018).164

Conformable isochrones intercept the top of the relic crevasses. Moreover, the age165

(and depth) of the isochrones that intercept the crevasses decreases the closer crevasses166

are to the present-day GL. We map conformable isochrones that cap contiguous series167

of relic crevasses before intersecting them (Figure 3). We refer to these layers as capping168

isochrones. In Figure 4, the locations of intersections between capping isochrones and169

relic crevasses over the northern promontory are represented as dashed curves. The south-170

ern bound of relic crevasses over the north of HIR is approximately linear and located171

part way up the southern slope of the topographic high (Figure 4). It is orientated ap-172

proximately East-West, perpendicular to the main flow of the Ronne Ice Shelf, with in-173

creasingly younger capping isochrones intersecting relic crevasses to the north, up the174

topographic slope. Intersections are orientated approximately perpendicular to the main175

ice-shelf flow, apart from in the west, where they align with ice-shelf flow. Overall the176

concave-south morphology of the intersections is similar to the present-day GL.177

Radar profiles that traverse the ice divide (labelled B), Figure 3, feature an area178

of smooth conformable isochrones beneath the ice divide approximately 18 km wide. Ei-179

ther side of this area, regions of tilted reflectors, also interpreted as relic crevasses, trun-180

cate progressively younger isochrones moving out towards the GL. Near the GL, isolated181

areas of disturbed reflectors are observed higher in the ice column, approximately 60 m182

below the surface (Figure 3b; East flank), adjacent to visible surface crevasses (Figure183

1c). Further south on HIR conformable layers are present throughout the ice column (Fig-184

ure 3c).185

3.1.2 Melt synclines186

Isochrone synclines (troughs) are found in close association with relic crevasses and187

at the southern GL (Figures 1d, 3 and 4b). Synclines are vertically aligned and increase188

in amplitude towards the bed. In several locations, particularly immediately upstream189

of relic crevasses, synclines are truncated at the bed. Synclines are interpreted as areas190

where there has been a persistent spatial gradient in basal melting, most likely when ice191

was exposed to the ocean at a GL (Catania et al., 2005, 2010). Their locations are plot-192

ted in Figures 1d, 3 and 4b.193

Synclines upstream of the relic crevasses potentially mark the earliest preserved po-194

sition of a former GL. Amongst the relic crevasses, within the northern promontory of195

HIR, synclines are traced across radar lines and, similar to the intersections of capping196

isochrones and relic crevasses, have similar plan-form morphology to the present-day GL.197

Along the lateral margins of HIR, synclines are aligned parallel to the current GL and198

coincide with elongated surface features (Figure 1d).199

The most prominent syncline is at the southern GL, Figure 3c, with isochrones down-200

warped and disrupted throughout the ice column. On the ocean side of the GL, isochrones201

are truncated by the ice-shelf base for 11 km to the south. Unlike the northern sections202

of HIR, here there are no synclines where the ice is grounded, suggesting that there are203

no preserved relic GL positions here.204
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3.1.3 The absence of Raymond Arches205

Raymond Arches are anticlinal structures in radar stratigraphy often found beneath206

or adjacent to ice divides. They form due to the non-linear rheology of ice (Raymond,207

1983). Raymond Arches become visible after the ice divide has been stable for approx-208

imately one characteristic time (Mart́ın et al., 2009); the time taken to accumulate the209

ice thickness in the absence of flow, for HIR, H/a ≈ 4.6 kyr.210

Unlike many ice rises (Conway et al., 1999; Mart́ın et al., 2006; Drews et al., 2013,211

2015; Kingslake et al., 2016), HIR appears to have no well-developed Raymond Arches,212

i.e. with arch amplitudes reaching a significant fraction of ice thickness. Within the north-213

ern promontory, some low-amplitude arches are visible, offset to the west from the present-214

day ice divide with the offset increasing towards the south, Figure 1d (SM Sec 2, Fig.215

2 & 3). The lack of well-developed Raymond Arches, and the presence of low-amplitude216

arches offset from the divide, suggests an unstable and eastward migrating divide po-217

sition over at least the past 5 kyr (Mart́ın et al., 2009). Radar profiles over the south-218

ern ice divides (Western Promontory and South-East Dome) show no evidence of Ray-219

mond Arches (SM Fig. 4). There is no evidence of Raymond Arches from a previous ice-220

rise configuration.221

3.2 Crevasses downstream of Doake Ice Rumples222

The radar profile downstream of DIR (Figure 5a & b) reveals disrupted reflectors223

in the lower half of the ice column that extend to the ice base. Tracing flowlines down-224

stream of DIR (Figure 2b and 5), shows that these areas with relic crevasses correspond225

to ice that previously flowed over DIR between 250 and 900 yr BP, where surface crevass-226

ing is visible near the GL. Conversely, the flowline originating between DIR and HIR (flow-227

line 6), where there are no surface crevasses, intersects the radar profile in an area where228

the isochrones are conformable throughout the ice.229

4 Interpretation230

Based on the results from the ice-penetrating radar survey, we now present a con-231

ceptual model for the formation of HIR. This model is informed by the present-day con-232

figuration of steeply-dipping reflectors, isochrone synclines and the conformable isochrones,233

in relation to the basal topography and present-day GL. As proposed by Kingslake et234

al. (2018), we interpret the steeply-dipping reflectors as buried relic crevasses that formed235

in an area of previous high deformation. Following the conceptual model we present a236

framework for dating the evolution of the ice rise in Section 4.2.237

4.1 Conceptual model for HIR formation238

Figure 6 illustrates our conceptual model for the formation of HIR. In Stage 1, ice239

at the HIR completely ungrounded following the retreat of the WAIS after the LGM.240

This left a floating ice shelf in this location. Sometime later the ice shelf made contact241

with the bathymetric high at the northern end of HIR (Stage 2). Although our data do242

not explain the cause of re-grounding, it was most likely a result of crustal rebound due243

to GIA following ice unloading (Kingslake et al., 2018), which is predicted to be large244

in this area following the LGM (Whitehouse et al., 2012; Argus et al., 2014; Gomez et245

al., 2018).246

The initial grounding generated resistance to the flow of the ice shelf (Stage 3). This247

caused compression and ice thickening upstream, leading to further grounding to the south.248

At the downstream GL, extensional stresses induced thinning of the ice and unground-249
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ing. These effects resulted in migration of the grounded area towards the south and un-250

grounding of the basal high (Stage 4). This is required by the distribution of paleo-GL251

positions, indicated by the melt synclines (Section 3.1.2) and the location of intersections252

between capping isochrones and relic basal crevasses (Section 3.1.1). Large basal and sur-253

face crevasses were formed at the downstream margin and were advected away with the254

ice flow. This configuration is seen today at DIR, with the downstream GL positioned255

on a southward dipping slope, suggesting that the bathymetric high beneath DIR is un-256

grounded (Figure 2). Favier et al. (2012) simulated ice-rumple flow in an idealized ge-257

ometry, observing that the grounded area migrated off the basal high due to upstream258

thickening and downstream thinning. Upstream thickening and downstream thinning has259

also been observed about the Crary Ice Rise, Ross Ice Shelf (R. Bindschadler et al., 2005).260

Following a combination of further uplift, ice thickening and dynamics in the sur-261

rounding ice shelf, the rumple began to advance in stages and re-ground towards the basal262

high (Stage 5). Further compression and thickening at the upstream boundary led to con-263

tinued southward growth of the grounded area. As the GL advanced downstream, ar-264

eas with melt synclines, basal and surface crevasses were grounded. Meanwhile exten-265

sional areas with crevasse formation advanced with the GL. The newly-grounded crevasses266

then deformed by vertical shear. Surface crevasses were advected further and smeared267

out once the GL advanced and are not clearly observable in the grounded radar profiles.268

The process of grounding basal crevasses was repeated as the GL advanced.269

Finally, the basal high became fully grounded (Stage 6), with a history of GL ad-270

vance preserved in the morphology of isochrone-crevasse intersections and melt synclines.271

Upstream of the disrupted isochrones and towards the center of HIR, smooth conformable272

layers are present, which likely formed in the compressional region upstream of the ini-273

tial grounding.274

4.2 Dating the evolution of Henry Ice Rise275

We have developed a method that allows us to date when basal crevasses became276

inactive. We use this as an estimate for the advance of the GL past each location and277

consider the vertical displacement of individual isochrones that overlie inactive basal crevasses.278

In Sections 4.2.2–4.2.6 we describe the dating method, which accounts for uncertainties279

in the accumulation rate, GIA, ice-thickness change, vertical density profile and initial280

crevasse height. The latter is particularly important and uncertain. Estimating initial281

crevasse height requires analysis of radar data from downstream of DIR.282

4.2.1 Simulating advection and burial of englacial structure downstream283

of DIR284

We compute the depth to which crevasses formed at the downstream GL of DIR285

would be buried while advected with ice flow, accounting for advection, surface accumu-286

lation, strain-thinning and a range of possible initial crevasse heights. This is compared287

with radar observations to find a best estimate of initial crevasse height as a percent-288

age of ice thickness.289

We assume flow within the ice shelf is vertically uniform, with vertical strain rate290

given by the negative of the horizontal divergence ∇.u, assuming incompressibility. The291

horizontal divergence is calculated from the MEaSUREs Version 2 velocity field (Rignot292

et al., 2011, 2017) with Gaussian smoothing (Wearing et al., 2015; Wearing, 2016), with293

the ice advected from DIR to the downstream radar profile. The evolution in the thick-294
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ness of the ice overlying the crevasses, HL, is given by295

∂HL

∂t
= a−HL∇.u. (1)

We assume accumulation, a = 0.18 m yr−1 (ice equivalent; see SM Sec 1). The initial296

thickness of the overlying ice is prescribed as a percentage of the total ice thickness at297

the GL of the DIR, H0 (Fretwell et al., 2013), such that298

HL(t = 0) = H0

(
1− αc

100

)
, (2)

where αc is the percentage ice thickness occupied by the basal crevasse. The optimal ini-299

tial HL is estimated by comparing the simulated depth of crevasses to depths observed300

at the downstream radar profile.301

Figure 5c shows the thickness of conformable ice overlying the disrupted reflectors302

where selected flowlines intersect the radar transect. Figure 5c & d compares the observed303

and simulated conformable-ice thicknesses for a range of initial crevasse heights at the304

DIR GL. The comparison indicates that these features form as basal crevasses rather than305

full-depth crevasses. The smallest root mean square (RMS) error between the simulated306

and observed conformable-ice thicknesses is achieved with basal crevasses that initially307

penetrate 40 % of the ice thickness. However, using 30% and 50% only slightly increases308

the RMS and for some flowlines reduces the absolute difference. Therefore, we estimate309

that basal crevasses penetrate approximately 40 ± 15 % of the ice thickness at the DIR310

GL; this encompasses the range of absolute differences and allows for extra uncertainty.311

Using this conservative range aims to account for the spread in results from DIR and the312

uncertainty associated with the assumption in the following section that conditions at313

DIR are similar to past conditions at HIR during ice-rumple flow.314

Using observed surface strain-rates (Rignot et al., 2011, 2017; Wearing et al., 2015)315

with theory for linear elastic fracture mechanics (van der Veen, 1998) yields an indepen-316

dent estimate for basal-crevasse height of 30 % (150 m) of the ice thickness (500 m). This317

is near the lower bound of our empirically-estimated range (25–55 %). This may be ex-318

pected because the theory assumes vertically-uniform stress, while the transition from319

vertical shear to vertically-uniform flow at the GL likely increases stresses as depth, ex-320

tending the basal crevasses.321

4.2.2 Dating grounding-line advance322

We date grounding-line advance by considering the vertical displacement of indi-323

vidual isochrones that overlie basal crevasses. Basal crevasses form at grounding lines324

and we assume that they become grounded as the grounding line advances. When this325

occurs the crevasse transitions from a high to a low extensional stress regime and ceases326

to enlarge. Seawater freezes in the cavity leading to the high dielectric contrast that gen-327

erates the reflections we see in radargrams. We simulate the burial of isochrones start-328

ing from an initial height equal to that when each basal crevasse became grounded. This329

initial height is determined from the assessment of basal crevasse height downstream of330

DIR, Section 4.2.1. Isochrones move downwards through the ice column according to a331

simple ice-flow parameterization (see below), starting at t = −T when the ice first grounded,332

until the present day (t = 0). This process is iterated within the Matlab root-finding333

algorithm fzero, to find the value of T that allows the isochrone to reach its present-day334

depth, as observed with radar.335

The ice thickness H varies over time and affects vertical motion, so must be pa-336

rameterized. We also parameterize bed-uplift rate, depth-dependent density and accu-337

mulation rate, with each parameterization having an associated uncertainty. Each sim-338

ulation yields a unique value of T that corresponds to a particular ice-thickness history,339
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accumulation rate, density profile, uplift rate and initial crevasse height. A Monte-Carlo340

approach is used to account for the uncertainty in these parameterizations and to com-341

pute a range of possible ages (Section 4.2.6).342

4.2.3 Ice-thickness and isochrone height from radar measurements343

Defining z as the vertical coordinate increasing from the ice base, we prescribe the
vertical density profile (Schytt, 1958) as

ρ = ρi + (ρs − ρi) exp

(
z − s
L

)
, (3)

where ρi is the density of ice (918 kg m−3), ρs is the surface density (360 ± 40 kg m−3
344

(van den Broeke, 2008)), s is the surface elevation and L is the densification length scale345

(41.9 ± 8 m). This length scale is derived from unpublished phase-sensitive radar data346

collected on HIR (Kingslake & Hindmarsh, 2015), following Kingslake et al. (2016). The347

density profile is used to calculate the ice thickness and isochrone height from radar-derived348

two-way travel times (Hempel et al., 2000). Radar resolution limits the accuracy of the349

picked two-way travel times, so we allow the derived depths to vary in the Monte-Carlo350

procedure by ± 5 m (Hindmarsh et al., 2011).351

4.2.4 Ice Flow352

We describe horizontal isothermal ice flow with the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA)(Hutter,353

1983). This approximation is invalid at the ice divide or grounding line, but is valid in354

the flanks of the ice rise, where the relic crevasses have experienced most of their defor-355

mation (Raymond, 1983; Mart́ın et al., 2006). With x representing the horizontal coor-356

dinate, the horizontal velocity is given by357

u(x, z, t) = us(x, t)

[
1−

(
1− z

H(t)

)n+1
]
, (4)

where us(x, t) = u(x, s, t) is the horizontal velocity at the surface and n is Glen’s Flow358

Law exponent (n = 3). This assumes no basal sliding, consistent with a cold bed. As-359

suming planar flow and incompressible ice, the vertical velocity is found by differenti-360

ating this expression horizontally and integrating vertically, with the boundary condi-361

tion of zero flow at the ice base, to give362

w(z, t) =
∂us(t)

∂x

[
H(t)

n+ 2

(
1−

(
1− z

H(t)

)n+2
)
− z

]
. (5)

Substituting the vertical velocity at the ice surface ws(t) = w(H, t) gives363

w(z, t) = ws(t)

[
1− n+ 2

n+ 1

(
1− z

H(t)

)
+

1

n+ 1

(
1− z

H(t)

)n+2
]
, (6)

the Lliboutry (1979) approximation for vertical flow (see also Mart́ın and Gudmunds-364

son (2012)). With ws and H(t) specified (see below) we use this expression to simulate365

the downward motion of isochrones.366

4.2.5 Ice-thickness evolution, accumulation and vertical velocity at the367

surface368

The initial ice thickness at grounding is equal to the flotation thickness Hf . This369

is calculated from the present-day elevation of the ice base from radar, B (i.e., at t =370
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0), and the total GIA that has occurred since grounding, wGIAT , where wGIA is the pre-371

scribed uplift rate, assumed constant in time. This gives372

Hf =
ρ̄i
ρw

(B + wGIAT ) , (7)

where ρ̄i and ρw are the depth-averaged density of the ice and density of sea water. We373

account for uncertainty in wGIA by considering a range of 5–13 mm yr−1, covering the374

present-day rates from GPS measurements taken on bedrock outcrops around the Wed-375

dell Sea Sector (4–5 mm yr−1) (Bradley et al., 2015), and modelled relative sea-level change376

for the area over the past 6 kyr (∼ 12.5 mm yr−1) (Gomez et al., 2018). Eustatic sea-377

level change is at least an order of magnitude slower than this during the period (Lambeck378

et al., 2014), so we consider this to be included within the uncertainty range.379

Without a full mechanical model for the evolution of the ice rise after initial ground-
ing, we simply prescribe the evolution of the ice thickness towards its present-day thick-
ness H0 as

H(t) = H0 + (Hf −H0)
t

T

(
1 + β

(
1− t

T

))
, (8)

where β is an adjustable parameter between 1 and -1 that determines the thickness evo-380

lution. With β = 0, equation (8) generates a constant thickness change from Hf to H0.381

For β = −1, dH/dt is initially twice the mean rate, decreasing to zero at t = 0. With382

β = 1, dH/dt is initially zero and increases through time. Equation (8) does not de-383

scribe ice-flow physics, it is contrived so that a range of ice-thickness histories can be in-384

cluded in the Monte-Carlo procedure.385

The accumulation rate a is highly uncertain. In the absence of ground measure-386

ments, the present-day accumulation rate is determined by estimates from a remote-sensing387

dataset, which uses the polarization of microwave emissions (Arthern et al., 2006) and388

a regional climate model (RACMO2.3p2; (van Wessem et al., 2018)) (see Supplemen-389

tary Material (SM) Figure 1). Accumulation rates are sampled from within a 100 km390

radius of the radar grid. This gives a range of 0.109–0.197 m yr−1 ice equivalent accu-391

mulation. There may be small variations in accumulation with time; due to orographic392

effects as the ice rise evolved (- 4 % per 100 m elevation gain (Frieler et al., 2015)) and393

continent-scale changes in SMB (see SM). However, the largest uncertainty remains in394

the present-day accumulation rate and we choose to keep this fixed in time.395

The difference between a and the time derivative of H dictates the time-varying396

vertical velocity at the surface,397

ws(t) = a− ∂H(t)

∂t
, (9)

which, with (6) and (8) determines the vertical velocity profile.398

4.2.6 Monte-Carlo procedure399

As described above, each combination of parameters (accumulation rate, ice-thickness400

change, density, GIA and initial crevasse height) provides a different estimate of the date401

at which a crevasse became inactive, T . The impact of uncertainties associated with each402

parameter is explored by performing 20,000 simulations, each with parameters chosen403

randomly from a uniform distribution, with ranges summarized in Table 1. Assuming404

each parameter combination is equally likely, the results for T provide a probability dis-405

tribution for the date when crevasses became inactive in each location. After 20,000 sim-406

ulations the mean age and standard deviation converge to within 50 and 30 years respec-407

tively, i.e. additional simulations change the distribution of T only slightly (see SM Fig-408

ure 9).409
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In some locations close to the present-day GL, relic-crevasse height exceeds the lower410

bound on initial crevasse height (0.25Hf ). Therefore, some simulations do not provide411

an estimate of T and are ignored. These relic crevasses are located far from the oldest412

relic crevasses and ignoring them does not affect estimates of timing of initial ground-413

ing.414

4.3 Timing of ice-rise evolution415

Comparing ice-surface features downstream of grounded areas, such as flow stripes416

and crevasses, with the present-day flow allows estimation of the time since grounding417

(Fahnestock et al., 2000; Hulbe & Fahnestock, 2004; Siegert et al., 2013). This is lim-418

ited by the residence time of the ice within the ice shelf. Surface features downstream419

of HIR consistent with the presence of an ice rise extend to the ice-shelf edge, suggest-420

ing that HIR has been present for at least the residence time of ice near HIR, approx-421

imately 1 kyr, assuming constant ice-shelf velocity.422

To further constrain the date of grounding, we apply the method described in Sec-423

tion 4.2. We use the results for the heights of basal crevasses downstream of DIR as in-424

dicative of the typical height of basal crevasses formed at ice-rumple and ice-rise GLs,425

40 ± 15 % of ice thickness. To date advance from the earliest preserved ice-rumple con-426

figuration, we use the height of relic crevasses, bed elevation and ice thickness at the up-427

stream bound of relic crevassing (SM; Figures 2 & 7). An example of how the dating method428

is applied is given in the SM Section 3 for radar line B.429

In several locations, particularly along the eastern flank of HIR, isochrones are down-430

warped by complex flow caused by concentrated melt, forming melt synclines. Our model431

assumes simple SIA-flow, so we disregard age estimates from these locations. The mean432

for the initial advance of the GL on the western flank using lines unaffected by concen-433

trated melt is 5.9 kyr (Figure 7), with a combined standard deviation (Rudmin, 2010)434

(σ) of 2.1 kyr. In general, age estimates decrease towards the GL, with relic crevasses435

at the edges of the radar lines on the western flank becoming inactive approximately 3436

kyr BP (SM; Figure 2).437

Across the northern promontory, dating the earliest relic crevasses that are unaf-438

fected by melt yields a mean age of 3.3 kyr (σ = 1.6 kyr). This provides one estimate439

of the age of initial GL advance over the northern promontory, but this may be an un-440

derestimate because the earliest (furthest upstream) relic crevasses often coincide with441

melt synclines (Figure 7 in SM) and are therefore discarded from the analysis. Moving442

out towards the GL, age estimates generally decrease, which is consistent with GL ad-443

vance towards its current location, with the most downstream relic crevasses surveyed444

grounding approximately 1 kyr BP.445

At the southern GL, the absence of synclines from previous GL positions suggests446

that southwards GL migration may have occurred continuously. The deep bathymetry447

to the south (Fretwell et al., 2013) and ocean melting likely prevented further migration448

upstream. Using estimated melt rates of between 1 m yr−1 ((Joughin, 2003; Timmer-449

mann & Goeller, 2017)) and 3.5 m yr−1 (using the minimum ∇.u on the ocean side of450

the GL; −4×10−3 yr−1 (Wearing, 2016), in the steady-state continuity equation) sug-451

gests that the GL has been here for at least 260 - 900 yrs given the current ice thickness452

(900 m), but we cannot rule out it being here for much longer.453

In summary, from the residence time of ice within the shelf, grounding must have454

occurred at least 1 kyr ago. Estimates dating the earliest relic basal crevasses on the west-455

ern flank suggests an age of approximately 5.9 kyr (± 2.1 kyr). Advance over the north-456
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ern promontory occurred at least 3.3 kyr (± 1.6 kyr) ago. These dates provide ages for457

the transition from ice rumple towards ice rise, but initial grounding would have occurred458

sometime before this. There may have been a period of stability before advance allow-459

ing the formation of melt synclines upstream of the earliest preserved basal crevasses.460

This estimated age (5.9 ± 2.1 kyr) is potentially greater than the characteristic time461

for the ice rise, suggesting that if flow had been stable over this time, we should expect462

to see Raymond Arches. However, our analysis demonstrates that the ice rise continued463

to evolve, with further grounding in all directions, with newly-grounded areas forming464

in the past 1 kyr. This continued evolution could have suppressed Raymond-arch growth465

and led to the offset between the ice divide and the under-developed arches on the north-466

ern promontory.467

5 Discussion468

Here we discuss an alternative hypothesis that can explain some of the englacial469

structures discussed above, the implications for large-scale dynamics of this sector of WAIS,470

uncertainties associated with the dating methodology and the outlook for future work.471

5.1 Alternative Hypothesis472

Our conceptual model describes a formation scenario for HIR with complete un-473

grounding following post-LGM retreat and then subsequent re-grounding. It is also pos-474

sible for ice rises to form at the periphery of an ice sheet as the ice-sheet GL retreats through475

the area, leaving the ice rise as an isolated grounded region (Matsuoka et al., 2015). This476

process has been captured in idealized model simulations by Favier and Pattyn (2015).477

In the case of HIR, this alternative formation scenario is permissible if the retreat of the478

ice-sheet GL also resulted in the GL surrounding HIR retreating then re-advancing. How-479

ever, simulations (Favier & Pattyn, 2015) suggest it is likely that this smaller ice rise would480

remain grounded over the topographic high. We observe relic crevassing and melt syn-481

clines upstream of the topographic high, suggesting that ice was ungrounded here and482

underwent a period of ice-rumple flow prior to full re-grounding. This argument is fur-483

ther strengthened by the lack of Raymond Arches from a smaller and older ice rise. Fur-484

ther numerical modelling of the two alternative formation scenarios could help determine485

how ice rumples and ice rises form, flow and evolve relative to basal topography.486

5.2 Implications of timing for large-scale changes487

The formation and growth of HIR is expected to significantly increase the buttress-488

ing generated by the Ronne Ice Shelf, leading to thickening and advance of the main ice489

sheet (Goldberg et al., 2009; Favier et al., 2012; Kingslake et al., 2018). Simulations from490

Kingslake et al. (2018) rely on grounding over the ice rises in the Weddell and Ross Sea491

sectors to re-advance the GL to its current location. This provides a mechanism for the492

re-advance invoked by Bradley et al. (2015). These processes may be particularly im-493

portant for the WAIS, where mantle viscosity is relatively low and GIA can respond on494

relatively short time- and length- scales (Gomez et al., 2018; Barletta et al., 2018).495

The transition from fast to slow flow over the Bungenstock Ice Rise (BIR) is thought496

to have occurred up to 4 kyr BP (Siegert et al., 2013). We estimate that the transition497

at HIR from rumple-flow to the present-day ice-rise scenario occurred, approximately498

6 ± 2 kyr BP. Grounding and the consequent increase in buttressing may have occurred499

at or before this time. This suggests that the grounding of HIR may have been a pre-500

cursor to changing dynamics at BIR. With HIR positioned immediately to the north of501

BIR, it is reasonable to speculate that the grounding of HIR may have caused the stag-502

nation of BIR.503
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5.3 Dating uncertainties504

Uncertainty in the dates derived above arise from the combined uncertainties in505

accumulation rate, ice-thickness change, radar depth-measurements, vertical density, GIA506

and initial crevasse height. Each panel in Figure 8 displays the frequency distribution507

of age estimates obtained from 20,000 Monte-Carlo runs, for the earliest relic crevasse508

on radar line A1 - A2, when uncertainties in each parameter are considered separately.509

The largest contributors to dating uncertainty are the accumulation rate (Figure 8b) and510

the initial crevasse depth (Figure 8f). When all uncertainties are included (Figure 8a)511

the estimates are approximately normally distributed. In contrast, when only uncertainty512

in the initial crevasse height is included (Figure 8f), the modal frequency is near the up-513

per bound of the distribution. This can be explained by considering the decreasing ver-514

tical velocity experienced by an isochrone as it moves down through the ice (equation515

(6)). Taller crevasses are initially advected downwards relatively quickly, and slow as they516

get deeper. Therefore, crevasses that were initially tall (40–55% of the ice thickness) have517

an increased concentration of ages near the upper end of the distribution. In contrast,518

short crevasses (25–40%) are initially buried more slowly and variations in the height lead519

to a larger spread in ages at the lower end of the distribution.520

We estimated a range of initial crevasse heights (25–55%) using radar data from521

downstream of DIR. A major limitation of our approach arises from the assumption that522

relic crevasses on HIR formed in a similar manner to those at DIR. Relic crevasses along523

the East and West flanks of HIR likely formed in shear rather than extensional stress524

and the dynamics of the Ronne Ice Shelf were likely very different in the mid-Holocene525

than today. Therefore, basal crevasses may have formed in a different stress regime. Due526

to this limitation we used a large range of initial crevasse depths, which significantly in-527

crease dating uncertainty. With additional radar profiles downstream of DIR and HIR528

or model simulations of crevasse formation in relevant stress regimes, future work may529

be able to better constrain initial basal-crevasse height and, therefore, the dates when530

the crevasses became inactive.531

The other main contributor to dating uncertainty is accumulation rate. A large range532

in present-day accumulation rate arises from the mismatch between accumulation esti-533

mates from remote sensing (Arthern et al., 2006) and regional climate modelling (van534

Wessem et al., 2018). In addition, accumulation rates may have changed in time. Over535

the last 6 kyr accummulation at the WAIS divide was ∼10 % higher than present day536

(Koutnik et al., 2016). If accumulation at HIR scales with past variations at WAIS di-537

vide, our age estimates must be reduced by approximately 10 % (see SM Section 6). Im-538

proved estimates of accumulation from shallow radar surveys, an ice core on HIR, or high-539

resolution climate modelling could reduce this uncertainty.540

Basal melting could also affect our dating estimates. At locations where spatially-541

varying melting is evident (from isochrone synclines) we have omitted date estimates.542

However, uniform melting of the ice base, which we cannot rule out, would lead us to543

overestimate the age of relic crevasses. However, we expect melting to be negligible af-544

ter the ice is grounded, in comparison to the spatially-focused melting expected at GLs.545

5.4 Outlook546

As detailed in our new conceptual model of the formation of HIR, constrained by547

radar-observed englacial structure, age estimates correspond to when crevasses became548

inactive and preserved in the slow-moving HIR. This occurred during the transition from549

an ice-rumple to an ice rise. Initial grounding on the topographic high beneath HIR oc-550

curring some time before this. One way to confirm re-grounding and potentially improve551

our dating would be to drill to the base of HIR, analysing the age and properties of the552
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ice recovered and to collect basal sediment to date the last exposure to a marine envi-553

ronment, as has been done previously on the Ross Ice Shelf tributary ice streams (Kingslake554

et al., 2018).555

This work highlights the complexity of ice-shelf pinning over bathymetric high points.556

Continent-scale ice-sheet models currently cannot capture the detailed dynamics of pinning-557

point formation, as they lack sufficient spatial resolution. Regional, high-resolution ice-558

flow modelling could test our conceptual model of HIR formation and produce features559

observed in the radar survey, such as relic basal crevasses and synclines, to better con-560

strain the timing of this process. Future geophysics campaigns could seek englacial fea-561

tures in ice rises in the Ross Ice Sea similar to those observed in HIR for dating constraints562

and mechanistic explanations for the re-advance of the GL here, as reported by Kingslake563

et al. (2018) and to build on the work of Fahnestock et al. (2000); Catania et al. (2006);564

Hulbe et al. (2013) in conjunction with estimates of GL retreat through the sector (Conway565

et al., 1999; Mart́ın et al., 2006).566

Future work should aim to place the re-grounding of HIR in context with other Holocene567

changes in this sector, such as the transition at Korff Ice Rise, from North-South flow568

to stable ice-divide flow prior to 2.5 kyr BP (Kingslake et al., 2016; Brisbourne et al.,569

2019), the potential retreat of WAIS GL inland of its current position (Siegert et al., 2013;570

Bradley et al., 2015; Kingslake et al., 2018) and other flow switching in the Institute and571

Möller ice stream system (Bingham et al., 2015; Winter et al., 2015). There is also no572

current dating constraint on the formation and evolution of DIR, which may be signif-573

icant for controlling the GL position of ice rises and the main ice sheet. We will require574

a deeper understanding of the formation and evolution of ice rumples before such con-575

straints can be obtained.576

6 Conclusion577

Using a combination of modelling and radar data, we propose the most detailed578

conceptual model to-date for the formation of an ice rise through ice-shelf grounding.579

At Henry Ice Rise, West Antarctica, we date the transition from ice rumple to ice rise580

to 5.9 ± 2.1 kyr BP, which potentially pre-dates flow reorganizations upstream (Siegert581

et al., 2013; Bradley et al., 2015) and at neighbouring Korff Ice Rise (Kingslake et al.,582

2016). These are the first constraints on the timing of flow changes in this location and583

is the first time, to our knowledge, that burial of basal crevasses has been exploited to584

date ice-flow changes (although Conway et al. (2002) used buried surface crevasses to585

date ice-stream stagnation, and Siegert et al. (2013) dated stagnation of an ice rise us-586

ing disrupted deep layers). Our conceptual model can inform, and be improved by, de-587

tailed modelling of ice-rise formation, and could be tested with a combination of new geo-588

physics, and ice-core and subglacial sediment analysis. The new timing constraint can589

be used to tune ice-sheet models (e.g., Albrecht et al. (2019), and our new dating method590

can be applied to other ice rises formed through re-grounding (R. A. Bindschadler et al.,591

1990). This work further demonstrates the complexity of ice-rise/ice-rumple dynamics592

(e.g., Matsuoka et al. (2015)), and highlights their importance for past and future ice-593

sheet change.594
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Parameter Range

GIA 5 - 13 mm yr−1

Ice-thickness change As determined by eqn (8) with -1 ≤ β ≤ 1
Accumulation rate 0.109 - 0.197 m yr−1

Bed depth variable (radar measurement) ± 5 m
Layer depth variable (radar measurement) ± 5 m
Surface elevation variable (dual-band GPS) ± 1 m
Surface density 320 - 400 kg m−3

Vertical densification scale 33.9 - 49.9 m
Basal crevasse height 25 - 55 % of flotation thickness

Table 1. All uncertainties used in the Monte-Carlo simulation to calculate the age of buried

crevasses. In the Monte-Carlo procedure the value of each parameter is uniformly distribution

within this range.
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Figure 1. (a) Location and ice-surface speed (Rignot et al., 2011, 2017) map for Henry Ice

Rise (HIR), Doake Ice Rumples (DIR), Korff Ice Rise (KIR) and Bungenstock Ice Rise (BIR)

in the Weddell Sea sector of West Antarctica, as identified in the lower left inset. Pale blue

lines show extent of ground-based ice-penetrating radar survey. Coordinates are given in WGS

84 / Antarctic Polar Stereographic, with origin at the South Pole. (b), (c) & (d) HIR: (b) Ice-

surface speed with velocity vectors (red) (Rignot et al., 2017); (c) Principal Axes of Strain (PAS)

(Wearing, 2016) (red - positive 1st PAS, blue - negative 1st PAS, magenta - positive 2nd PAS,

green - negative 2nd PAS), insert shows alignment of PAS with surface crevasses observed from

RAMP radar backscatter data (Jezek et al., 2013); (d) MODIS image (Haran et al., 2005) with

extent of radar survey (white); closely spaced lines (250 - 500 m) labelled A, lines traversing

ice divide labelled B. Ice divide (blue dots), low-amplitude arches (red dots), intersection of

isochrones and the ice-base reflector (green dots) and elongated surface features (green arrows).

The grounding line (Depoorter et al., 2013) is marked in each subfigure (black and cyan).
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Figure 2. Doake Ice Rumples: (a) Ice-surface speed with velocity vectors (red) (Rignot et

al., 2017). (b) RAMP radar backscatter image (Jezek et al., 2013) with; location of radar line

downstream of DIR (R1-R2-R3), transect flowline traversing rumples (blue), flowlines from down-

stream GL of DIR to radar profile (green, 1–7: West to East) and black squares indicating data

coverage used in Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). Insert shows zoomed-in view of surface crevass-

ing. (c) Ice-surface speed traversing DIR along transect flowline. (d) Ice thickness and bedrock

bathymetry along transect flowline; known bathymetry from Bedmap2 data coverage marked

with solid black curve, dashed curve shows inferred bathymetry (Fretwell et al., 2013).
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Figure 3. Radar profiles typical for each region of HIR. (a) A1-A2: over the northern promon-

tory aligned approximately North-South. (b) B1-B2: profile traversing ice divide from West to

East Flank. (c) MODIS image (Haran et al., 2005) with location of radar profiles. (d) C1-C2:

profile traversing southern GL; the location of the GL is shown by the vertical dashed line. In all

profiles both the surface and bed are highlighted (blue). For profiles A1-A2 and B1-B2 isochrones

capping sets of relic basal crevasses are highlighted in red, purple and green, with relic-crevasse

intercepts marked with a circle. (The full extent of these can be seen in Figure 4.) The locations

of synclines are denoted with green squares and the minimum extent of isochrones intersecting

the base of the ice shelf in profile C1-C2 is identified with a green line.

Figure 4. (a) Elevation of bed underlying HIR along radar lines. (b) Interpolated bathymetry

over northern promontory, where radar lines are closely spaced. Ice flow is approximately from

bottom-right to top-left. The upstream bound of buried relic crevasses is marked with purple

squares. Dashed curves denote the locations of the intersection between capping isochrones and

relic basal crevasses (deepest – red, shallowest – green) corresponding to isochrones picked in

Figure 3. Synclines indicative of melt at former GLs are represented by green squares.
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) Radar profile downstream of DIR, from KIR in the West (R1) to HIR

in the East (R3). The location of this radar line can be seen in Figure 2b. The ice surface and

base are highlighted (blue) along with the upper boundary of relic crevasses (red). The inter-

sections of flowlines from DIR and the radar line are marked and correspond to the flowlines

in Figure 2b. The vertical grey bar marks a data gap. (c) Plot of observed versus simulated ice

thickness overlying basal crevasses for flowlines 1–5 that originate from DIR, using a range of

initial basal crevasse heights as a percentage of ice thickness; 20% - blue, 40% - orange, 60% - yel-

low. Symbols denote different flowlines, with horizontal error bars indicating the range of depths

within 2 km of the radar-flowline intersection along radar profile. (d) Root mean square (RMS)

error for five different initial basal crevasse heights (blue bars), with absolute difference for each

flowline (1–5) (red).
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Figure 6. Conceptual model for the formation of HIR: (a) side view, (b) plan view. Stages:

(1) floating ice shelf; (2) bathymetric high makes contact with ice shelf; (3) grounded on high

point: compression and thickening upstream; extension and thinning downstream, with surface

and basal crevasse formation; (4) ice rumple migrates upstream into deeper bathymetry (re-

sembles DIR); (5) downstream GL advances, basal crevasses are grounded; (6) grounding over

bathymetric high, buried crevasses become tilted (HIR today).
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Figure 7. Dating estimates for the most upstream relic crevasse on each dated radar pro-

file. Ages are given in kyr, with orange ages signifying that the presence of melt synclines has

significantly affected age estimates. For full transect age estimates see SM Figures 2 and 7.
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Figure 8. Histograms showing the frequency distribution of age estimates when the un-

certainty in each model parameter is included in the Monte-Carlo procedure, for the onset of

crevassing on radar line A1 - A2. (a) All uncertainties are included, with this distribution in-

cluded in all other plots for comparison. (b) Uncertainty in accumulation rate only. (c) Uncer-

tainty in GIA rate. (d) Uncertainties from radar measurements (surface elevation, relic-crevasse

and bed depth). (e) Uncertainties in vertical density profile (surface density and densification

rate) (green) and surface elevation change (purple). (f) Uncertainty in basal crevasse height.

Table 1 provides the ranges over which each parameter is varied.
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